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Text‐to‐SQL, Data and Web Forms Application (TDF)

TDF takes comma separated text files, Excel or SPSS files as input and produces a complete database application,
including its web interface.

This application is capable of converting excel sheets, outputs of several (medical) equipment, outputs of  
researches etc. into a database, creates a web interface to edit, add new data or query this database and has an 
import module to update the database form source files, at a later stage if necessary.

The database generated by this application consists of one main table, zero or more child tables and zero or 
more foreign table definitions. The data to populate the database, the field types (numeric, date, character, etc.) 
and determination of foreign table(s) is based on the source input file and determined automatically, as well as 
date conversions according to country settings.

The web interface consists of 3 pages per table: one for insert/update/delete, one for listing and one for building 
and executing queries. The web pages use SQL injection proof code to prevent malicious use. This application 
helps users to eliminate tedious steps of database and web interface creation and data importing tasks. The 
resulting products can be manually fine-tuned for business requirements. The application can also be used
to create or import large data but it is not meant to create databases of large scale, such as an airline reservation
system or electronic patient database.

Innovative ideas in ICT

The most important advantage 
of this tool over other clinical  
trial tools is that it lets users to build  
dynamic  queries without having to 
know SQL and query their databases 
and download the results of only the 
desired records. This facility lacks in 
most of the clinical trial tools; where 
the users may enter/import their 
data but they can’t query them -
mostly dumping the data in excel is 
the only option of getting their data 
out.

Another advantage is that the users are the fully owners of their data in a technically proven environment, which 
is the database management system of their choice. Furthermore the database produced by this app is much 
simpler compared to most clinical trial databases because it is custom made and contains only the necessary 
data fields.
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